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Cepedozas,
Mayor Tom
trade barbs

READY FOR DISTRIBUTION.-City
Mayor Dan Neri Lim announced over
the week that school supplies (right
photo) intended for public school children
all over the city are ready for distribution
anytime this week. This was the
mayor’s answer to several queries from
parents regarding the distribution of
school supplies. The mayor clarified
that its distribution was delayed as
procurement of the same was subjected
to normal auditing procedures. The
giving of school supplies was one of
the mayor’s flagship programs since
assuming office in 2004. Part of the
program is also the distribution of school
uniforms. This time, however, the city
decided to give money to parents to
give them the option to buy the clothing
material for the school uniforms of their
children. This was being resorted to
prevent parents from complaining that
some of the RTWS were either too big
or too small for comfort to intended
recipients . FOTO SEN GUING-
GUING

A SMOLDERING conflict
between two bitter
political enemies in

faraway Danao town broke into
an open warfare with Mayor
Louis Thomas Gonzaga at the
receiving end of an anti-graft
case before the Office of the
Ombudsman-Visayas.

But Mayor Gonzaga, one of
the top performing assets among

Over Danao
airpark, quarry

City.
As part of its role in the relief

efforts, all PNP stations throughout
the province have been designated
as drop off points for all donations
whether in kind or cash.

The Cebu meeting was in line with
Task Force Tabang which the PNP
has initiated in order to extend
assistance to the victims.

As this developed, PNP Regional

Bohol PNP leads in relief
efforts for flood victims
THE PHILIPPINE National Police
Bohol Command is leading a
massive relief operations to alleviate
the suffering of flood victims in
Metro Manila and some parts of
Luzon.

The local PNP has done its share
in extending relief assistance to the
flood victims following the meeting
of the Regional Disaster Risk
reduction and Management
Council held Thursday in Cebu

CAUGHT RED HANDED.-This red-plated pick-up which is reportedly assigned to District Engineer Teodoro Castillo
of the First Highway Engineering District was found last week to have covered its government plate. Whether it was
for security reason that the district engineer decided to conceal its red plate is for him to explain why. If the move
was deliberate, then he has a lot of explaining to do why he covered the red plate with an opaque object making
it hard to distinguish whether it’s a private car or a government-issued vehicle. FOTO SEN GUINGGUING

The majestic splendor of the setting
sun was captured by the sharp lens of
Ric Obedencio while positioning
himself at the Dauis boulevard one day
last week.

QUEZON CITY – Rep. Erico
Aumentado (2nd District,
Bohol) has urged the
provincial government to
embrace rice hybridization in
order to sustain the 113%
rice self sufficiency harvest in
2008 when the hybrid variety
was earnestly propagated.

The solon made the appeal
after receiving the report of
the Department of Agricul-

Rice production in
Bohol dips from
113% in ’08 to 76%
By JUNE S. BLANCO  

“WORKING LIKE A DOG” in the past
two years for the people of third
district, Rep. Arthur Yap poises as
the toughest candidate to
challenge in 2013 after delivering a
flawless stint.

In desperation to topple Yap’s
political stronghold in the 19 towns
of third district, aspiring challengers
is left with no choice but to resort

Selfish motives
behind black propa
vs Cong. Art Yap

REP. ARTHUR YAP
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